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Periodic, nearly stationary solutions of the problem of motion of a rigid bo- 
dy about a fixed point are obtained by applying the Liapunov method [l] to the 

system of equations of motion. 

The initial system of equations in isothermal coordinatea [2] 

a? = -Qy’ + u,, y” = Qx’ + v;, 
(1) 

admits the Jacobi integral 

.$2 + @‘2 = 2u 

u=?G(h+IQ* 3~ = B (1 - kW - k’ap2) 
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Here 62, o and P are specified functions of z and & uo is the force functi- 
on; h and f are the energy and area constants. 

The stationary solutions are given by the equations 

(3) 

A-B 
k2=rl - - k.2 = A _ c 

u, = ir, = u = 0 

Eliminating the points f o ] __= 1 P 1 = i, we can write (3) in the form 

w,=o, IF, =o, h+W=O 

The first two equations define the coordinates of the set of points {P, (“or (j), For (fll} 
corresponding to the stationary motions and the third equation defines, for each of these 

points, the appropriate value of the Jacobi constant. 

We assume that a stationary rotation PO (8% ho (j). is given. We shall constr- 
uct periodic solutions of the system (1) with the value of the parameter j fixed in the 
neighborhood of the point PO. Let us set x = x0 4 %, y = y. + q. Equations (1) 
and (2) will now become 

%” + Q (50 + E, Yo + rl) r’ - u< (20 + E, yo + 9; h) = 9 (4) 

Q* -Q (50 + %, Yo + rl)% - u: ($0 + E, Yo + 3; h) = 0 

gtz + $a - 2u (&I + %, lo + q; h) = 0 
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where A 

stem with 
is the Jacobi constant for the perturbed motion. The zero solution of this sy- 
h = tbO corresponds to the stationa.ry motion specified above. 

We construct the periodic solutions of the system (4) using the Liapunov theorem on 
holomorphic integral [I], and obtain them in the form of series in powers of the parame- 
ter c, which in the present case depends on h. The solution sought becomes zero 
when c = 0 and then fa = fao. Let us set 

5 = fj OS&), q 3 -j cSy@), 
S==l s=1 

where ho are constants and zC8), y@) are 
can be written as 

Ttiperiadic functions of z The period 

We introdnce a new parameter u = YZ and seek the solution in the form 

S (3 
&I = alsO + 2 (CC CCY fll + b,, Vf sin 7~4) 

T==l 

The first approximation equations are 

d&v(l) tip 

VO ‘x-t &Iv0 & 
- + a(1) + py(U F 0 

&il) da&) 
YO ~-gg----I;z0% -g-p- + g@ + yy(‘) = 0 

where the zero subscript corresponds to the value.? x = SO, I = t/o. 
The frequencies are given by 

IS) ir ‘!* 
Yg = 2-S :o + y -k s&s --t_ I(o -t- 1’ + %*tz I’* 5 (uy - /P)1 *‘) 

Let us consider two possible case% 
I> oy - Pa > 0 (W attains an extremal value at Pa) in which case we have two 

different frequencies when the inequality 

ftas > 2?{“_ - o --- y 

holds (this condition always holds at the maximum points of the function w* 
2) @Y-P<0 (W has a saddle point at PO) when we have a single frequ- 

ency given by the formula (8) with the plus sign. 
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In the case 1) every frequency corresponds to a single family of periodic motions 
dependent on the arbitrary parameter c, while in the case 2) we have one such fam- 

ily. 

The first approximation for the family of periodic solutions corresponding to the 
frequency v0 is obtained in the form 

z = 50 + (v$ - y)c sin u 

y = y0 + c (p sin u - QDvo Cos u) 

12 = ho + c2yoa [(yo2 
2% - rj2 + 82 + Qo2rl 

In the first approximation the periodic trajectories represent similar ellipses with 

a common center PO . The axis of these ellipses form the following angle with the. 51 
axis: 

1 2P (v02 - v) 
yarc tg (y02- ~)2_p2_Q+,a 

Each trajectory corresponds to a single value of the Jacobi constant. 
In terms of the Euler angles the above motion represents a superposition of nutation- 

al oscillations of small amplitude and of small oscillations about the axis of self-rota- 
tion, on the perturbed precession with periodically varying velocity. 

In the case when the frequencies defined by (8) are incommensurable, all subsequ- 

ent coefficients appearing in the series (6) and (7) as well as Aa can be found. The 
series will converge absolutely for every c as long as I e 1 does not exceed a cer- 
tain limit. The coordinates are connected with time by means of the following expres- 

sions 
T 

r---o= X(I(Z),?I(t))dt s 
0 

The author thanks V. G. Demin for valuable help. 
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